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1. Early, the large accelerations of plasma were already observed in type-I tail. The accelera-

tions can be achieved 300 cm/aec 2 . Recently, the direct measurements for comet G-Z showed that

the energy of particles reaches 2 x 10 s eV. The energy is much higher than the initial energy of

comet panicles ( < 2 x 104 eV). So there should be an accelerated process in the comet.

The first order Fermi acceleration is the main accelerated mechanism to upper reaches

particles in magnetosphere. Amata and Formisano have ever emphasized to point out that it is also a

main accelerated mechanism in comet bow shock. We think it is possible that the acceleration exists

in comet; but we also think that the Mach number of comet shock is very small (M fs 2), so the

accelerated process in comet shock is not as effective as in magnetosphere shock. The reconnection

of magnetic field lines also produces high energy particles possibly. But Ip has not agreed with that

the reconnection is an effective accelerated mechanism in comet, (and it should also be discussed

further, whether or not the steady-state reconnection occurs in any type-I comet). We support Ip's

opinion, because some research showed us that the highest energy of comet particles, Emal (by "the

reconnection") is only ZCUABL < 105eV. Besides, many people also put forward the concept of

stochastic acceleration in coma, the second Fermi acceleration and so on. However, the knottiness

of acceleration are still very much, and not solved.

We think the acceleration mechanisms may be varied and not be limited in one or two

models. The comet can result in many kinds of plasma instabilities. There are many acceleration

sources of particles in the comet, such as the non-steady-state reconnection of magnetic field, the

couple of waves with panicles, a lot of the turbulence forms of magnetic field and so on. They

should be a synthetical process and effect. As below, we will also analyze the acelerated mecha-

nisms in type-I comet, and it will be for the discussion further.

2. The flow lines in type-I comet are both the ion trace and the magnetic field lines. It is

possible that the part plasma turbulences in comet may take transverse disturbed magnetic field to

appear in some area. The disturbance perpendicular to magnetic field lines, will be able to hang

these lines. Under the pressure of gas around, a magnetic neutral current sheet can be formed

there. Fig.1 shows that the boundary clips the reversed polarity region (the magnetic diffusion

region and the magnetic reconnection region) and cut the magnetic fields of reversed polarity into

two. In the diffusion region, the magnetic lines take to diffuse. The magnetic fields annihilation

occurs. In the reconnection region, the magnetic field lines merge again. The "annihilation" and

the "reconnection" are nearly occurred in the same twinking. We have already used the mechanism

when discussing the type-I tail disruptions.

Both the dissipation and the convection take part in the reversed region. We should adopt
the generalized Ohm law in the region,

-v x R= nj + -^-V • (ii
c - nei *- ne *- nec*- (1)

Of course, the magnetic field in comet is till "frozen in" field except the reversed region, we may
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use equation

-t)xfl =

The mass equaiton of continuity may be written here

Z(x) ,

(2)

(3)

where u, is the velocity flowing into the reversed region, vx is the velocity (the component x-

direction) in the reversed region, Z(x) is the stow shock shape delineating the boundary of the

reversed region. The component of x-direction of momentum flowing into the reversed region is

[ —^r(pv^if)]. We suppose the plasma is unable to be compressed. Striding over the slow shock

wave, the total pressure (magnetic pressure and plasma gas pressure) is continuous. The total

pressure of the external field is well-distributed, therefore, the total pressure acting on the surface

of the region is constant, it does not influence upon the momentum. Only the magnetic stress is able

to give a contribution of x-direction of momentum to the surface, and the value is [ - ^ f » A x\ •

Here, Bo is the external field, B^ is a component of the normal direction of Bo. Obviously, the

magnetic field of the normal direciton is continuous from beginning to end, therefore, we have

4TT

Thus, the momentum conservation requires

-&X. ̂

dx

(4)

(5)

where, Bz is the internal field in the reversed region.

The plasmas will be unable as the ideal gas in the magnetic neutral current sheet. We

should adopt the equation
1

£ = jja j x Q_. (6)

In the diffusion region, the magnetic fields annihilate and the energy transforms. According to the

Ampere law

Vx£=^/, (7)

the magnetic energy flowing into the reversed region in the unit time can be gianed easily

8
MA&\

wwhere

(8)

(9)

The magnetic energy flowing out of the reversed region in the unit time as well, it is

( 10)

Whee Lz is the thickness of the reversed region, X is \ of the diameter of the reversed region (see

fig.2), MA is the magnetic field merging rate.

Basing on Eqs.(l)-(5), we can get the precise solution as follows (here, the deduced pro-

cess has been left out),

(11)

(12)

Bi = B0MA[2MAx/Z(x) - Mlx^/Zix)3] . (13)

Where vA is Alfven velocity, Xc is the electron inertial length,

\ c = c(m,/47rne2)1 '2 . (14)

Eqs.(8), (9) an d(10) show us that a pan of the magnetic energy can be changed into Joule heat and

dissipated, a part can be changed into the kinetic energy of plasma, and the rest of magnetic energy

will flow out of the reversed region.

The non-steady-state reconnection process caused by the transverse magnetic field tur-

bulences is stochastic. Througth the process, the cometary particles will be able to be accelerated.

In fact, the disturbed waves in the comet are Alfven disturbances mainly. Given the Alfven wave-

length is X. Moving through a distance >, the Alfven disturbed waves can make the magnetic

neutral current sheet restore in terms of MHD principle. So the reconnection occurs in stochastic

and restores by itself. Thus, it changes a part of the magnetic energy into the heat and kinetic energy

of plasma in comet. Adopting the new data of comet Q-Z, we can get the effect of the accerleration

mechanism by the equation above. In our calculation, the effect results from the stochastic process

is very small in one time. But the energy accumulative total wil be effective if the magnetic field

turbulences appear repeatedly. The energy of particles may reach 5 x 10" ev and higher. This is

nearly correspondence with the results observed in the comets. In general, it is not difficult that the

kind of magnetic field turbulence process is occurred in the comets.

Of course, the above analysis is only a preliminary study, but it is a new idea. The mech-

anism can explain the acceleration phenomena in comets. The further work and a great quantity of

the numerical simulation calculation has been considered, it will be a research of the next step.

3. Now we discuss the other possible acceleration mechanism basing on plasma dynamics

again. When the solar wind encounts the plasmas of the comet, whether the "two stream" in-

stability exists in the comet or not; there are different views about it. Now we discuss the problem

here. The Volasov equation without collision is

^ + v • V/« + — ( E + -v
at m~ c

B) • Vvfa = 0 . (15)



Maxwelliam equations are as follows,

[ fadv ,

1
c

V £ = 0 ,

laEm+ —}+—'
c c c

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

These equations ((15)-(19)) are appropriate and complete. Where /„ is particles distribution of
component a. It is the f^ (v) (the distribution in equilibrium state) plus the /O] (r, v, t) (the dis-
turbance term),

Mt,iL,t) = /«(!£) + / a i ( r ,u , t ) . (20)

The electric field should be the similar form to /„, we have

£(!,*) = £ o + £ , ( r , t ) - (21)

Substituting the formulae (20) and (21) into (15), Eq. (15) can be linearized after the high order
terms are dropped. We may get

(22)

Substituting the formulae (20) and (21) into Eqs. (16)-(19). Similarly, we can get the linearized
equations about them. We omit to write them here.

Now we use the harmonious model and principle value integral. First we expand fai to
Fourier function in time and space

/c. l(r ,n, t)« [ /"/aiC&u.w) •exp(ilir~iwt)dk.dw . (23)

Transforming E\ = V^i, however, into the similar form like the formula (23), we have

4i(r,t) = f f <j>}(k,o>) -expCii- t - iuOdAdu. (24)

Substituting the forms (23) and (24) into the previous equations, and both the calculating them and
the deducing them in detail we can get

L ^ ^ i = I (25)

(26)

Here, Eq.(25) is the instability criterion of the plasmas. In order to apply more easily, the criterion
(25) can be written the following equivalent equation,

J -
— >0 .

V, - U

where u = u/k, P is the principle value. The plasmas are instability if U{ u) > 0 .

(27)

We adopt Maxwell distribution to positive (or negative) particles in the solar wind and
comet. The main components of ions in comet are HiO*, 0*. CO* and CO\• The ions of solar
wind are protons. Given i>o, the velocity of solar wind, and given £ = t^/uo; thus we have

F*(v,) =

=Oti?"(fo) > 0; the criterion of plasma instability can be arrived at

=p
J-o

(28)

(29)

Of course, Eq.(29) is not a simple function. Adopting the obtained results of the comet G-Z and
other some new data, we have calculated and got the curve of F( f) shown in Fig,3. From Fig.3,
we know the minimum of F(O 'S at £o = 0 .873. At this point, [/(fo) > 0. So "two-stream"
instability should exist in comet.

Hoyle et al. had shown the "two stream" instability was able to exist in comet. But they
thought it is only a very brief period and a transient effect. Once it is occurred, it will be calmed
down swiftly. Some scholars (Cheng et al.) thought there was not "two-stream" instability in the
comets. In our view, the kind of plasma instability may occur in the inner of comet. We have
calculated the data from transition region to tail axis, and discovered the occurs more easily if the
distance to axis is closer. So the solar wind can transfer its energy into the ions of the comet and
the ions will be able to be accelerated and heated. Especially, the acceleration mechanism is very
effective when the solar active strengthen or the velocity of solar wind is speeded up.
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Fig.l

The magnetic neui
i m i current sheet caused by the transversal turbulence magnetic field.

A schematic diagram of the reversal region of the magnetic field.
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Fig.3

A correlation curve of the function F( £) with the £.




